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November 1, 2023 

Reports From The Fog Of War Indicate Over 5,000 US Soldiers Might Already Be In Gaza With IDF Soldiers As US Cities And T
ISIS

 (https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/b/R29vZ2xl/AVvXsEizwv9t

cihQesJptPiGQjsoBQh7SoBnd2FoV2sLwGNSfF17nXViWHHOuTxBmSFMzTPI_bUd42WuNz83BU8iTnAeV4OcTRiAVbj9kkG9cE4rqzSuBepz3n5cZ3fFn3o6rq

By James Howard Kunstler (https://kunstler.com/clusterfuck-nation/jihad-by-god/) and All N

“The post-mortem on the disastrous Biden years will be one of incredulity at how Joe Biden, of all people, was ever placed in charge.” —James White

The fog of war has never been so dense, what with the years-long sustained psy-ops of the US Intel “Community” against the American people . . . the 
homicidal depredations of the pharma-government complex . . . the Cultural Marxists’ weaponization of language against common sense and common dec
lands of dubious national interest . . .and the relentless mendacity of the sell-out Big Media. . . 

It’s a wonder that anybody might venture a coherent thought, or that such a thought might survive transmission from person to person intact, without a sadistic 
thought such as: the Jews have a right to exist in a place called Israel. This is now up for debate around the world, whereas it had been accepted as self-eviden

The military pundit Scott Ritter acted out a spectacular mental melt-down on video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MnwX49UDiM) the other day. Among t
suffer defeat” . . . “Israel is the greatest threat to peace in the world” . . . “Political Zionism is a rabid dog and must be killed” . . . “I’m glad Hamas is winning” . . .

ANP Emergency Fundraiser: The globalists war on ANP is all part of the globalists 'Big Tech' effort to silence conservative and independent voices, 
George Orwell made clear to us decades ago, "The further a society drifts from the truth, the more they will hate those who speak it." But, with your
'speaking truth to power' because, as Orwell also reminded us, "If liberty means anything at all it means the right to tell people what they do not wan

(https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/b/R29vZ2xl/AVvXsEjAyE2PqBxixjs03dsI9PJAfvPO9h3ioFkUY76NrFk9NNGfBHjYaHmsKu5M5i4Oxx47QR
G3o70xJ4hm7dqRUbYN2aeaW9a9zitmGDDlteOlbndqo4iaPPikKm3qdXnE4JxJRRQ/s350/imageedit_

It’s far from clear what Scott’s definition of Zionism is, but Dictionary.com says: “a worldwide Jewish movement that resulted in the establishment and developm
homeland.” That’s pretty standard across many dictionaries. So, is Scott Ritter calling for the cancellation of Israel? Sounds like it, a little bit. He’s not alone. Th
Now, a great multi-nation jihad rises to expel what the Iranians like to call “the Zionist Entity,” as if it were some scaley thing that slithered out of a UFO

Among the reasons Scott Ritter reviles the Israelis is that they are too weak and incompetent to defend themselves. Their stand-by army of reservists, he says,
— and Gaza is the worst sort of urban war-zone. They’ll fall down and have heart attacks the first time they try to run a hundred yards (which could be true, con
non-symptomatic myocarditis present in young men there). Israeli intel sucks, he says. Israel’s sense of superiority, their notion of being the chosen people
pieces, he advises. Scott’s intemperance is… something to behold. 

Three weeks ago, the Middle East was on the verge of putting through the Abraham Accords that would have “normalized” relations between Israel and severa
trade and such. Other Islamic nations in North Africa were expected to join anon. And just before the October 7 Hamas attack, Saudi Arabia was about to hold n

Scott Ritter’s proposed initiative goes like this: Call a cease-fire and halt the bombing of Gaza. Israel must commence direct face-to-face negotiations with Ham
to begin groundwork toward a two-state solution, that is, the creation of a Palestinian state alongside Israel. For decades, that two state solution has been h

 (https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/b/R29vZ2xl/AVvXsEh2k48K_N0FagDFhyphenhyphenA1u

lVHfHxIrFuamQRlKgTMwsapsdHs3XAsjBKek641YzJKE-fgMUWPEQc_miVvNrA7_rd29ZN6Rgc6Dkyb5H52It4v26rV6PTUMe_nSxp

One is the practical question of where that Palestinian State would be. The common idea is that it would be the disputed zone called the West Bank (of the Jord
of the 1967 Six Day War, as was the Gaza Strip and the Golan Heights on Israel’s northern border with Syria. Israel eventually returned the Sinai Peninsula to 
Gaza has been self-governing since, with internal conflict between its Hamas and Fatah factions. Gaza has been used as a launching site for rocket attacks in 
Israel, on the other hand, has installed over 600,000 settlers in the West Bank, said to be in violation of international agreements. 
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The second thorn that hangs up any plausible peace is the Palestinians’ overt declarations in the Hamas charter, for instance, that Israel has no right to exist an
intention to “wipe Israel off the map.” That is hardly a viable pre-condition for settling this long quarrel. “From the river to the sea, Palestine will be free,” goes th
Palestinian settlers. Egypt, Jordan, Syria will not take them. Why is that? I’ll tell you: because they understand that the bellicose, fractious Palestinians will bring

Western Civ, weakened, broke, and mind-f***ed, now faces a fast-unifying multi-nation Jihad that looks more and more like World War Three. The pre
October 7. Yet, the threat to its survival has never been so stark. There is little appetite for the US to get involved, though reports out of the war fog indicate 
the Gaza campaign alongside IDF soldiers. We have plenty of reason to worry that US towns and cities could be the next target, since no one really kn
under “Joe Biden’s” wide-open border policy. What a moment to be leaderless!

Tiffany Meier: Largest Terror Threat 'Sin

Brighteon Broadcast News, Oct 30, 202
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ANP EMERGENCY Fundraiser: ‘Dangerous, Derogatory, Harmful, Unreliable!’ Those are some of the exact words used by Google’s censors, ak

stories. Stories later proven to be truthful and light years ahead of the mainstream media. But because we reported those 'inconvenient tru
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The Dog Father

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

What's this "Might Already Be" stuff!? If a journalist on the ground can't con�rm it, stop playing
chicken little. You think aloha snackbar in merica will be coordinated, or they did enough damage by
lobotomizing stupid college kids?

 0

LiveFreeOrDieANP  

Reply •

− ⚑Mod

4 days ago

New story out on ANP! https://allnewspipeline.com...

 0

LiveFreeOrDieANP  

Reply •

− ⚑Mod

4 days ago

Good morning! Brand new story on ANP: https://allnewspipeline.com...

 1

Jake  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

⛺ View — uploads.disquscdn.com

 2

RecoveringPublicEducated  

Reply •

− ⚑> Jake

a day ago

Too bad too. He don't look like a joo.

 0

Jay

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

A nation cannot murder 65000,000 babies, commit adultery as if it was nothing and have
homosexuals marching through its streets saying gay and proud, say it loud and then not expect to
see total collapse and war in the streets. And now the world has attacked the apple of Gods eye
without even considering what God thinks about it. Just a matter of time until wholesale slaughter,
chaos, poverty and hopelessness arrive. And well deserved may I add. America was great when it
obeyed and served God. Not when it got rich under the trump administration.
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Pine 4 Better Daze

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

Russian Defense Council O�cially Noti�es President Putin "World War III Is Already Underway"
Nov. 1, 2023 / WhatDoesItMean.com
(( And they may be right!.... For the United States World War II didn't start until December 7, 1941, but
it had started several years earlier in Spain and China and then uno�cially on September 1, 1939,
when Nazi Germany invaded Poland. ))
https://www.whatdoesitmean....
It should be noted the report has a video of Oliver Anthony--
Oliver Anthony - Rich Men North Of Richmond
And a 15 Song Playlist
▶ Play — disq.us

 0

echofoxtrot  

l

− ⚑

5 days ago

39 year intelligence analyst Tony Seuga says that Islamic and Chinese terrorist attacks against the US
will come in waves for the next 14 months.

t Tony Seruga on Twitter: "This post will be attacked by the… — disq.us
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5 days ago

For anyone still looking for Ivermectin tablets, you can get them here......

https://www.reliablerxpharm...

no prescription required, leave the RX info on the checkout page blank.

Also here is a huge thread with tons of info on Ivermectin that I highly encourage everyone to read:

https://www.godlikeproducti...
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Reply •
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5 days ago

Thank you. Is the product already in the USA? Because if it is in India, Customs could
intercept it.

 0

Jackie Puppet  

Reply •

− ⚑> echofoxtrot

5 days ago

No it's not - it comes from India - if I remember right, it comes from India - I made
an order through them almost 2 years ago, and my package arrived via Singapore,
but most likely came from India - they probably re-wrapped the mail in Singapore
so it wouldn't be as likely to get con�scated.
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Reply •
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5 days ago

I like warm socks but I don’t like that price !!!! ⛺ View — uploads.disquscdn.com
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Johnny Shaffer

Reply •

− ⚑

5 days ago

Well got a solar tracker coming and another battery. Hopefully with the last parts i can now start
assembly of it all 🙄 good thing I got a helper !!!!
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Reply •

− ⚑> Johnny Shaffer

5 days ago

Be calling that young whipper snapper this weekend. 🤠
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5 days ago

⛺ View — uploads.disquscdn.com
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Reply •
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5 days ago

⛺ View — uploads.disquscdn.com
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Reply •
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5 days ago

New - https://www.allnewspipeline...

 1

IcyPeaceMaker  

Reply •

− ⚑

5 days ago

truth has been under the most vigorous and co-ordinated attack in recent times.
https://www.zerohedge.com/n...

 1

Follows TheWay − ⚑

5 days ago

⛺ View — uploads.disquscdn.com

Time is running out for mankind — even for the vast majority of Christians who think they are going to
Heaven but are not — just as Jesus said. A DELUSION OF A SALVATION THAT DOES NOT EXIST.
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For a most-helpful guide to the narrow way and true, Biblical salvation, freely-download and prove out
the PDF here, while there is still time:

NarrowWayTruth.com
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Reply •
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5 days ago

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA. Biden trick-or-treating.

https://www.youtube.com/sho...
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IcyPeaceMaker  

Reply •

− ⚑

5 days ago

Best Trait, captained by Chris Mowad, �shed the Blind Faith rig and landed a blue marlin that weighed
1,145.60 pounds.
https://louisianasportsman....
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https://m.youtube.com/watch...
Noam Chomsky : Why America Holds Israel as a Sacred Cow?
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RecoveringPublicEducated  

Reply •

− ⚑> Berserker

5 days ago

Brie�y: 1967 Israel defeats Egypt. Egypt was "secular nationalist." US couldn't tolerate this as
it was too close to independence. Israel gains favor for this. See 5:30-ish, on.
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https://m.youtube.com/watch...
You won't see this on the BBC
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⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ Our government has gone rogue and is no longer of by & for the people.
And is no longer accountable to the people.
Pharmakia of Revelation 18:23
▶ Pharmakia of Revelation 18:23 — disq.us
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Israel hits a Gaza refugee camp for second day. CNN
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Reply •
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One mans refugee camp is another man's terrorist camp
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Cnn said it �ushit
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Reply •
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Wow....More proof things are getting ready to EXPLODE here in the USA.. FJB...

Entire Delivery Truck Full Of Guns Labeled “US Peacekeepers” Right Here In The United States

t Wall Street Apes on Twitter: "Entire Delivery Truck Full… — disq.us
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and, at the same time, the FBI and other agencies keep saying that we need to expect a
major terrorist attack on our own soil.
Projection methinks
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Yeah, I'm supposed to trust the guy who said on three separate occasions that the
biggest threat to our country is white supremacists.
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5 days ago

As soon as Islamic terrorists will be reigned in, the government will be
freed up to �ght "white terrorism" in earnest. Merrick Garland Who has
birthright dual citizenship with Isrel, started working on legal framework
to �ght "white terrorism" after January 6. Whites are the new Palestinians.
Gaza strip is being extended to the whole world with total control over
food, water, medication/ poison, movements.
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That’s an interesting analogy
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��������� they love to blame white red necks and
hillbillies for everything.
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They never fail to do so .
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Outrageous! Criminal! Many patriots will own several of those weapons eventually. When the
�ghting starts....con�scating "peace keepers" weapons will be the norm.
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Reply •
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Missed you this morning. Hope everything is ok. Good morning owl.
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Reply •
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Neither do I.... here's one response to the person who posted that...

BDT is Beretta Defense Technologies and US Peacekeepers appears to be a
�rearms and gun products distributor.

t GraftedIn on Twitter: "BDT is Beretta Defense Technologies… — disq.us
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TPTB know the country is about to pop it's cork and that's why UN troops
are coming incognito.
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I thought a few years ago a majority of domestic policing were moving
towards glocks. But it could be entirely up to the discretion of each town
or city.
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I do now...hahaha
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Friends of mine carry Glocks as LEO's because of the lighter weight to
carry around and super reliabilty. Mostly 40 cal but one guy carries 9mm
still
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I would rather have 10 mm
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It’s good defense against bears and such
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* Monsters Have Arrived As Globalists Speed Up Their Mad Rush To A Transhuman World That Blurs The Lines Between
Technology And The Human Condition And Is Pushing Us To Extinction - The Transhumanist Declaration Shows Demons And Fallen
Angels (Monsters_Have_Arrived_Globalists_Speed_Up_Mad_Rush_To_Transhumanism.php)

* We're 'Reaping The Whirlwind' Of The Nazi Death Science Unleashed By The WHO Striving For A Medical Dictatorship As 'Public
Health' Is Totally Corrupted And Healthcare Collapses (We_Are_Reaping_The_Whirlwind_Of_Nazi_Death_Science.php)

* False Flag Red Alert! US Government Ops Preparing To Carry Out Acts Of Terrorism Upon America As The COVID Psyop And
Unleashing The Bioweapons Was All A HUGE Part Of World War 3 - Globalists Are Killing Off The Masses & Turning America Into A
Dictatorship (COVID_Psyop_And_Unleashing_The_Bioweapons_Was_All_A_HUGE_Part_Of_WW3.php)

* The Fauci Run Bioweapon Lab In Montana Exposes More Proof Of A Dangerously Deadly Alliance Between Nanotechnologies,
mRNA & 'Big Pharma' Unleashing A Pandora's Box Of Consequences - Healing From The Globalists Bioweapons
(Dangerously_Deadly_Alliance_Between_Nanotechnology_mRNA_And_Big_Pharma.php)

* Americans Getting Prison Time For Sending Memes While Americans Murdering Babies Are Treated Like Social Media Stars
Proves The Entire Country Has Gone Batsh*t Crazy - Keep Arming Up HEAVILY, America, There Should NEVER BE A SAFE
SPACE FOR TYRANNY (Proof_The_Entire_Country_Has_Gone_Batsht_Crazy.php)
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